


Timberline Landscaping
Creating a Little Bit of Heaven since 1982
• Commercial
• Landscape Construction
• Landscape & Water Management
• Trail Construction
• Snow Removal
• Christmas Decor

• Residential
• Landscape Design & Construction
• Landscape & Water Management
• Landscape Lighting
• Christmas Decor



About The Incline
Was Originally built in 1907 as a pathway for cable 
cars to carry pipeline materials. 
• 41 % Average Grade 
• 68% Steepest Grade 
• Length: 1 Mile 
• Elevation Gain: 2,000 Feet 
• Voted America’s Toughest Trail



The Need for Renovation
• High Traffic
• Safety of Hikers
• Erosion from heavy rains
• Lack of upkeep while privately owned



The Need for Renovation



3 Phases of Reconstruction
• Phase I, August-Dec 2014, Tie #1575 to 2137  
• Phase II, August-Dec 2016, Tie #1 to 1575 (Bailout)
• Phase III, August-Dec 2017, Tie #2173 (False Summit) to 2700 (Top)



Goals of Renovation
• Erosion Control
• Trail Safety
• Longevity
Completed Via:
• Retaining Walls
• Water Chases
• Rock Dams
• Seeding & Netting
• Cabling of Tie Steps

Stakeholders

• 17 Total Stakeholders
• Colorado Springs Parks & Recreation

• The City of Manitou Springs







Before & After
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Challenges: Accessibility of Job Site
• Phase I & II- Crew hiked the Incline daily to access 

the worksite. Many lost 25 + pounds and grew to 
enjoy the challenge. 

• Phase III- Longs Ranch Road provided access via 
ATV (45 minute ride)

• Biggest challenge: During Phase II the crew carried 
a 500 pound drill up the trail. 



Challenges: Delivery of Materials
Completed Via Helicopter. 
• Flew in: 
• concrete, timbers, metal pipes, water, port-o-

potty. 
• Items carefully bundled by weight to ensure that 

each trip was maximized 
• When possible, return trips were used to remove 

items from the trail (such as rusted drain pipes 
and damaged ties). 

• Trail was labeled with load numbers to ensure that 
each load was placed in the proper area of the 
trail. 

• Due to the steep grade flat spots had to be 
dug/created to land packages.









Challenges: Value Engineering

• Bid process and evaluation led to obstacles and 
opportunities for value engineering

• Manner for drilling 9” holes had to be completely 
reevaluated due to the construction methods we 
had originally proposed. 

• Mining or excavation had to be put on hold until 
clearance was giving from the State of Colorado.

• Alternative construction methods were proposed 
and received prior approval. This was extremely 
important not to slow down or impede the 
projects process. 
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Challenges: High Pressure Water Line
A high pressure water line runs directly under the 
Manitou Incline. Damage to this line would decimate 
the area and could cause severe injury. 

• Required clearly and carefully marking where the 
water line runs. 

• When working over or near the line work was 
done 100% by hand. 



Challenges: Weather
• Each phase had a completion deadline of early 

December. 
• Snow and ice was shoveled or blown off the trail 

on several occasions in order for crews to 
continue work. 



Challenges: Trail Popularity
• Enforcement of Trail Closures

• Media Attention

• Incline Fan Wants/Needs

“Working on the Incline gave me two very different feelings: 

Blessed- for the opportunity to be a part of this project, since I can 

return a little of what this beautiful city has given me. Pressure-
because the media and fans are keeping a close eye on the 

project.” – Hugo Benitez, Foreman



The Crew: Life on The Incline











• How were requirements established and controlled?
• Primary stakeholders?
• Estimating / Contracting?
• How did were costs controlled?
• Project close out?
• Expected lifespan of trail?
• Maintenance of trail?

Additional Thoughts



“It is not about how much we know but 
how much we care.” 


